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April  28,   1975

TO  MEMBERS  OF  "E  POIjlTICAL  CO"ITTEE

Dear  Coml.ades,

The  attached  col`respondence  is  for  the
information  of  the  Political  Committee  onlyo

National  Office

®
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Brooklyn,   RTew  Fork
April  19,   1975

I)ear  Joe,

Thank  you  foil  your  I`ecent  lett;el`o     I  am  I`ight  now  in  t;he
midst  of  typing  up  the  final  dl`aft  of  my  article  on  Cannono     It
should  be  f inished  in  a  few  days  and  I  will  be  happy  to  submit
it  to  Intel`cont;inent;al  Press  with  i;he  undel'standing  that  you
will,   of  coul.se,   feel  free  to  make  your  own  independent  commentso

I  found  the  infol`mation  on  Pablo  very  interestingo     Once
a  man  is  broken  from  any  roots  in  the  historical  development  of
the  movement  and  free  from  the  day  to  day  task  of  constl.ucting  a
party,  then  he  is  open  to  great  intellectual  instability®    This
was  certainly  the  case  with  Shachtman  and  with  Burnhamo     Begin-
ning  only  with  their  own  moods  and  impl.essions,   they  become
subject  to  the  class  pl`essures  around  themo     This  is  what  I
mean  by  subjective  idealismo

The  case  of  Gerry  Healy  has,   I  feel,   some  similarities®     I
agree  that  there  is  a  mental  problem,   a  I`eal  idiocyncl`acy  involvedo
This,   of  course,   has  been  with  him  a  long  time®     Never  once  in  my
long  collaboration  with  Healy  did  I  ever  feel  I  could  expl`ess  to
him  a  real  difference  and  discuss  it  outo     I  never  observed  any-
one  else  do  so  either.  with  the  possible  exception  of  Mike  Banda
on  I`al`e  occasionso     He  would  not  tolel`ate  an  honest  discussion
of  differences  in  the  movement®     This  shaped  his  leading  com-
mittees  as  well  as  the  IC  from  the  beginning®

However,   I  believe  the  situation  has  detel`iorated  in  the
I`ecent  periodo     It  may  just  be  that  the  movement  developed  beyond
him;   it  was  no  longer  just  Gerry  Healy  and  followerso     Thus  he
turned  on  us  in  the  United  States  pl.ecisely  at  the  point  of  our
gI.eatest  health  and  strength  and  within  England  he  turned  upon
his  healthiest;,   independent  and  pl`oletal`ian  section  of  the  party®

I  have  noticed  other  things,   small  but  significant  in  the
light  of  recent  developmentso     I  knew  him  reasonably  well  for
someone  not  in  England  and  stayed  at  his  house  shal'ing  a  room
wit;h  him  on  many  occasionso     In  the  recent  period  he  spends  very
little  time  Eit  home  living  a very  artificial  life  in  a  semi-
apartment,   semi-office  across  from  the  party  headquarterso    He
has  gathered  around  him  a  coterie  of  gil`ls  who  carry  out  the
administrative  work  of  the  party  and  who  are  not  allowed  to  have
any  pel`sonal  1ifeo     Slaughter  is  always  treated  like  dirt  and  he
has  no  real  political  collaboration  with  people  of  any  stature
capable  of  occasionally  coming  up  with  an  idea  different  than
hiso     This  was  not  the  way  either  Lenin  or  Trotsky  functioned  or
lived a

His  performance  i.ii  August  was  without   question  mado     Tbe  man
relished  every  drop  of  gossip  which    could  be  dug  up  and  ranted
and  raved  in  a  wild  wayo     It  was  more  than  a  political  problem
and  God  knows  it  was  thato     Then  Thol`nett  reports  some  question
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of  his  being  drunk  at  a  meetingo     This  I  found  intel'esting  because
when  I  fil`st  met  him  he  used  to  occasionally  drink  and  then  he
gave  it  up  on  his  doctor's  suggestions  and  did  not  touch  a  dl.op
fol`  many  years®     I  still  remember  him  drinking  Vichy  water  in
Paris  with  the  Frencb  conl`ades  who  wel`e  not  known  to  skimp  on  wine®
So  I  believe  there  may  be  a  very  real  personal  degeneration  in
the  man®

But  I  believe  there  is  a very  I`eal  political  and  philosophical
question  which  must  not  be  lost®     If  we  simply  dismiss  the  man  as
a  head  case,   then  we  get  nowhel.e  for  the  only  cure,   if  there  is
much  of  one,   is  a  psychiatl`isto     But  if  we  I`ecognize  that  the
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is  obviously  how  in  Hell  did  a  madman  end  up  with  such  a  sway  over
an  impol.tant  group  of  cadres  internationally  some  of  which  at
least  had  I.eal  potential?    And  secondly,  how  do  we  describe  the
expression  of  Healy  on  the  political  sphere  and  the  method  of
thought  he  uses?
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are  not  the  same  as  but  have  much  in  common  with  subjective
idealism  in  thought®     They  I`epresent  a.ttempts  to  rearl'ange  the
wol.ld  in  the  mind  of  the  beholdel.,  which  are  quite  logical
iuterma-lly,  .   but  most  illogical  when  compared  to  the  actual  move-
ment  of  the  material  world  --  and  that  comparison  cannot  be
avoided  as  the  pel`son  is  par.t  of  tbe  movement  of  mattel`o     A  par.ty
which  is  dominated  by  an  individual  so  completely  expl`esses,   as
my  document  pointed  out  that  individual's  peculiar.ities.    Gel`ry
Healy  might  have  become  mentally  del`anged  but  in  a  healthy  party
he  would  be  but  one,  though  important,  figul`e  in  a  collective
leadership  which  could  counter  his  peculiarities  or  at  least  be
some   sort   of  bl.ake  upon  them®

Gel.ry  Healy  no  doubt  had  traces  of  these  peculiarities  in
the  days  when  he  collaborated  with  Jim  Cannon  but  then  there  was
some  form  of  I.estraint  upon  him,   someone  else  who  could  influence
his  course,   someone  with  a  history  and  I`oots  in  the  actual
stl`uggle  of  the  wol.king  class  over.  decadeso

Stalin  was  no  doubt  a  deranged  map  in  his  last  years,  but
Stalinism  is  more  than  the  product  of  one  man's  mental  distul`bance.
Quite  ERE contrary  is  the  caseo    It  is  tbe  irl`ationality  of  the
bureaucratic  caste  which  has  no  real  histol`ic  role  and  which  is  in
increased  crisis which  expressed  itself  in  Stalin  the  arbiter,
himself  a  deranged  mane     The  same  can  be  said  for  fascism  and
Hitlero

Mal`cus  is  without  a  doubt  a  nut  case  and  I  found  him  pretty
strange  not  only  in  the  brief  period  of  our  collaboration  in  1966
but  earlier  in  the  SWPo     But  he  lived  in  the  SWP  for  years®    Also
bis  recent  actions  express  the  madness  of  sections  of  the  middle
class  who  actually  hate  the  wol`king  class  and  the  building  of
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serious  parties.    His  theol`y  that  America  is  on  the  verge  of  a
liberal  incipient  fascism  is  not  only  a.bsurd  in  a  scientific
Mal`xist  sense  but  expresses  a  I`eal  lack  of  f aitb  and  hostility
to  the  masses  of  American  workers  who  have  only  barely  begun  to
stir,  who  have  a  rich  histol`y,   and  who  will  not  be  a  pushover
for  fascists®

My  point  is  that  it  may  be  that  it  is  mol`e  important  to  see
Healy's  madness  as  an  expression  of  a  political  disorientation  and
a  method  of  thought  than  his  orientation  as  simply  an  expression
of  personal  psychological  problemso     He  has,   as  my  article  on
Cannon  will  show,   attempted  to  bl'eak  himself  from  the  I`eal  history
of  the  Trotskyist  movement,  to  hide  even  his  own  history  (a
histol`y  including  much  he  can  be  pl`oud  of  as  well  as  serious

::oE:::Ti:= #:::gr#e::::v::sa::mge:::dug: ::sag:5¥::::to::riod"philosophy"   fl`om  the  actual  material  processes,   class  fol`ces,
and  political  pl`ogl`ans  of  which  it  is  naturally  a  parto    This
Lenin,   Trotsky  and  Marx,  himself ,   never  dido

In  this  manner  his  movement  became  dominated  by  a  subjective
idealist  method,   an  autocratic  personal  intel`nal  regime,   and  an
ultraleftist  political  line  aimed  to  justify  the  existence  of  the
movement  and  its  leader,  not  to  advance  the  consciousness  and
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ment  becane  subject  to  the  pressures  of  the  middle  classo

This  became  expressed  in  his  own  pal`ty  in  a  reliance  on  the
upper  middle  class  actors  against  workers  like  Thornetto    When  a
Roy  Battersby,   one  of  the  highest  priced  dil`ectors  in  the  BBC  and
independent  films,  becomes  a  bodyguard  against  assembly  line
workel`s  fl`om  Cowley,   and  when  Vanessa  Redgl`ave  is   chosen  as   an  IC
delegate  over  such  workers,   there  is  something  aniss®

I  certainly  agree  that  the  Marxist  "method"  is  not  some  magi-
cal  fol`mula  that  solves  all  political  problems®     There  were  times
in  the  Worker.s  Ijeague  when  we  tended  to  view  it;  that  way  with  our
education  centered  on  classes  on  Volume  38o     We  made  our  most
progress  in  education  when  we  dealt  with  works  like  Revolution
Betl`ayed  and  State  and  Revolution,  where  the  metbod  lived  in  an
actual  analysis  of  political  events  aLnd  class  forceso    There  is
nothing  in  any  event  to  be  learned  from  books  abstl`acted  from
party  buildingo

I  believe  Gerry  Healy  consciously  encouraged  an  essentially
Hegelian   (though  he  himself  never  really  studied  Hegel)  appl`oach
among  the  intellectuals  in  his  pal`ty  only  to  denounce  them  for
being  idealists®     In  this  fashion  he  kept  potentially  independent
minds  in  their  placeo     But  he  was  not  able  to  develo.p  his  party
beyond  a  eel.tain  level  that  wayo     Cleal`1y  the  SLL-WRP  have  been
floundering  since  1970  at  least  as  far  as  any  theoretical  work  is
concerned  and  nobody  was  ever  able  to  explain  what  in  Hell  the"transformation"   for  the  SEL  int;o  the  WRP  was  supposed  to
accomplisho
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I  am  looking  forward  to  a  sel.ious  discussion  as  soon  as  it
can  be  arl.anged.     I  agl.ee  it  must  be  vel.y  objective  and  comradelyo
You  will  receive  my  document  on  Cannon  shortly®

Comradely,
s/  Tim  Wohlf ol.th

P®S®:     The  Worker.s  League  has  decided  to   stop  my  sub  to  the
Bulletin  which  I  have  not  received  for  the  last  month®    Do  you
have  an  extra  set  somewhere  there?    If  not  pel'baps  Nancy  and  I
could  come  by  and  look  your  set  ovel`.
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April  28,   1975

Dear  Tim,

I  mailed  you  a  copy  of  the  April  15  and  Apl`il  18  issues  of
the  Bulletin  in  case  you  had  not  seen  them®     I  hope  you  got  them
all  right.    No  matter  how  angl`y  Mazellis  and  the  others  may  feel
over  the  impact  made  by  the  publication  of  your  article,  it  is
hard  to  understand  why  they  do  not  grasp  the  stupidity  of  not
honoring  your.  subscl.iption.    Don't  they  want  you  to  I.ead  their
replies?    Do  they  think  such  a  petty  action  can  block  you  fl.om
getting  copies?

Any  time  you want  to  drop  in  to  look  over  our  files,  please
do  so.     The  invitation,   of  course,   includes  Nancy  Fields.    We
would  like  to  meet  hero

To  I`each  our  office,  you  climb  to  the  four.th  floor  at  4.10
West  Street®    At  the  entrance  tell  whoever  is  there  that  you  want
to  see  me  or  Mike  Baunann  in  Intel`continental  Press  and  that  we
are  expecting  you®     The  only  catch  on  this  is  that  from  Thursday
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first.    Ask  fol`  Reba.    She  can  help  facilitate  things.

Jack  and  Barry  want  to  meet  you  and  Nancy  as  soon  as  is  con-
venient  for  you  after  the  plenum.    At  the  moment  they  are  bogged
down  with  resolutions,  reports,   and  ol`ganizational  details®

I  agree  with  you  that  Healy's  positions  nave  to  be  debated
on  the  political  level.    The  personal  aspect  enters  in  only be-
cause  his  quil`ks  played  a  consider.able  I.ole  in  putting  him  on
the  I`oad  to  cultism®

The  same  considel`ation  applied  in  the  case  of  Posadas,  who
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outlook  --more  so  than  Healy  I  believe®    Posadas  had  groups  in  many
countl`iesi   and  his  followers  were  dedicated  activists  who  pub~
1ished  newspapers  in  various  languages.     Some  of  those  who  finally
dropped  out  had.  fascinating  stories  to  tell  about  tbe  peculiarities
of  this  genius  arid  his  organizational  methods.

Johnson,  Marcy,  Marcus,   despite  the  striking  differences  among
them,  fall  into  the  same  patter.n  from  the  political  point  of  view®

When  the  Johnsonites  synchronized  their  waLtches  nationally
and  took  off  at  the  same  minute    from  coast  to  coast;,   Jim  Cannon
said  a  few  things,  one  of  them  being  that  there  is  nothing  easier
for  a  leader  to  do  than  create  a  clique  or  a  cult®    But  a  I.eal  revo-
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lutionary  leader  sooner  or  latel`  becomes  aware  of  the  tl`ap  and
consciously  blocks  it®     He  cited  Trotsky  as  a  mod.el  in  this
respect®

That  such  formations  can  sometimes  gain  adhel.ents  on  a  con-
sidel`able  scale  is  to  be  explained,   as  you  indicate,   in  tel`ms  of
the  social  stl.esses  arising  fl.om  the  decay  of  capitalism  and  the
lack  of  cleal`  perspectives,   especially  among  the  middle  class,   in
the  absence  of  a  mass  revolutional.y party.     I  suppose  pal`allels
al`e  to  be  found  in  the  rise  of  religions  in  past  periods  of  economic
breakdown  and  social  upheaval.     It  is  an  interesting  subject.
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Fourth  International,  it  first  became  noticeable  to  me  about  1957
or  1958  when  he  discounted  the  stand  taken  by  the  International
Secretariat  in  I.elation  to  the  Hungarian  and  Polish  events  and
then  set  himself  on  a  coul`se  of  dead-end  factionalism,   although
that  was  not  at  all  clear  to  us  at  the  time  because  we  had  not
yet  grasped  his  capacity  for  d.uplicity®    He  made  out  that  he
agreed  on  probing  the  possibilities  for  a  principled  reunification
and  of  tl`ying  to  put  the  claims  of  Pablo  in  this  respect  to  the
test®    Actually,  as  he  later  admitted  to  us,  he  did  his  best  to
sabotage  this  course®    Also  we  had  not  yet  discovered  that  the
reports  he  relayed  to  us  about  the  Pabloites  in  Britain  blocking
with  right  wingers  against  SLLers  were  far  fl'om  being  clear  cut
and  were  connected  with  unilateral  sectarian  actions  of  sometimes
provocative  nature  taken  by  the  Slili  (as  I  discovered  in  checking
out  some  of  the  items  during  the  year  I  was  in  Europe  before  the
1963  reunification) ®

He  also  followed  a  sectarian  cour.se  in  regard  to  the  Iiabour
party  after  winning  a  nun,ber  of  very  promising  cadre  elements
from  tbe  Communist  party  following  the  Kruschev  revelations.    We
discussed  this  with  him  at  the  time,   since  it  appeared  to  us
that  a  sectarian  course  would  lead  to  muffing  the  most  pl`omising
perspective  in  Europe  in  those  years.    Healy,  of  course,  did  not
move  an  inch  from  his  sectarian  orientation,   and  the  results,
unfortunately,  turned  out  as  forecast.

As  to  Healy's  method  of  thought,   I  get  what  you  mean  by"subjective  idealism."    But  I  think  t;he  term  tends  to  be  mislead-
ing  in  the  present  context.    Healy's  thought  process  I`eally  does
not  deserve  to  be  weighed  on  the  level  of  philosoptryo     It  comes
closer  to  a  delusional  structure  --  which  is  not  to  deny  that
some  philosophies  have  delusional  aspects  or  amount  to  elaborate
fantasies a

As  used  by  Healy,  the  term  "subjective  idealism"  is  applied
mostly  as  an  epithet,  the  game  seeming  to  be  that  if  you  can  make
the  epithet  stick,  that  finishes  the  al`gument®    But  what  is  actu-
ally  learned  by  that?    Is  the  undel`standing  of  subjective  idealism
advanced?
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In  any  case,   it  appear.s  to  me  that  it  would  be  better  fl.om
our  point  of  view  to  indicate  how  inappropriate  such  argumentation
is  among  qrotskyists  in  discussing  political  line  and  orientation.
If  it  is  necessary  to  thl`esh  things  out  on  the  methodological
level,  then  we  should  try  to  show  how  dialectics  is  involved  --
and  without  branding  those  who  try  to  E]e  en      lalectics  as  anti-
dialecticians.     In  the  case  of  Bul.nhans  or  Eastmans  --the  conscious
opponents  of  dialectics  --  that  of  course  would  not  hold.    If  the
question  of  sut)jective  idealism  did  arise  in  a  discussion  on  thatlevel,  it  would  have  to  be  taken  up,  naturally,  but  then  it  ought
to  be  done  in  a  way  to  make  it  comprehensible  so  that  everyone
could  learn  something  fl`om  it.

I  agree  with  your  point  about  Healy  encouraging  an  essentially
Hegelian  appl`oach  among  the  intellectuals  in  the  WRP®     In  fact  when
I  read  the  dissertation  in  the  April  15  Bulletin,  I  came  to  the
conclusion  aftel`  not  too  many  paiges  that  I  was  reading  a  throwback
to  what  might  have  been  heard  in  the  Hegelian  circles  antedating
Feuel`bacb.     I  have  been  thinking  aLbout  it  since  in  considering  an
answel`  to  that  document  and  to  the  one  about  GPU  and  CIA  agents
in  the  April  18  issue,  which  I  will  try  to  write  immediately  fol-
lowing  the  plenum.

Meanwhile  I  am  looking  forward  to  reading  your  analysis  of
Banda's  series  on  Cannon.

Comradely  youl`s ,
s/  Joe  Hamsen

P®So     I  am  enclosing  a  leaflet  advel`tising  a  meeting  in  Washington
at  which  Slaughtel`  was  advertised  as  the  featured  speaker®     The
comrade  asked  the  person  handing  out  the  leaflets  if  they  wel`e
going  to  pel`mit  Wohlforth  to  speak  thel`e,   too®     Was  unable  to  get
a  satisfactory  answer  despite  some  per.sistence  in  pl.essing  tbe
question®     I  don't  know  if  anyone  we  know  was  able  to  get  to  the
meeting.


